Ultimately, the foremost clinical neuroscience goals for understanding the neurobiology of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) are to improve treatment or for early identification and intervention. Initial neuroimaging studies converged on findings of frontostriatal hyperactivity, which normalize with treatment. More recent whole-brain functional neuroimaging, morphological mega-analyses, and data-driven analyses support a larger, extended network model of OCD. Yet, it is still unclear if observed patterns are state or trait indices and whether treatments need to directly target these aberrant circuits or extended networks to be effective. Moreover, heterogeneity of phenomenology, comorbidity, and treatment response question whether group-averaged approaches will optimally translate to useful clinical knowledge. In this context, we will discuss our recent research using functional connectivity to elucidate network-level and regional patterns underlying illness mechanisms and mechanisms of treatment with cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT). In addition, we will present recent work on predicting individual responses to CBT using multivariate functional connectivity and machine learning.
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